
This paragraph writing unit teaches students what a paragraph is and how to write one 
through a variety of scaffolded activities! By the end of this unit, students will learn to 

write paragraphs in three different genres (narrative, informative, and opinion).

The practice activities are in both printable and digital format (Google and Seesaw).



Included in the file were digital activities for all 4 of the printable activities within the 
unit. There is a file for SEESAW ready activities as well as GOOGLE ready activities. 

YOU WILL WANT TO READ THROUGH THIS UNIT FIRST for examples and more 
direction on how to complete everything. The digital links take you directly to the 

activities!

Please note, that in GOOGLE, you may have to switch up how you want students to 
do the illustration part. I usually have them draw a picture on regular white paper 

and insert the image right into the slide! They can place the image inside the 
illustration box.



When introducing your students to writing paragraphs, I like to explain that a 
paragraph is a group of sentences all related to one topic. Writers use paragraphs to 

organize their writing and make it easier to understand for the reader. I also explain to 
students that we write paragraphs in all three genres of writing (informative, narrative, 
and opinion). The anchor charts on the next two pages help explain what a paragraph is 

and the parts of a paragraph.

I also take this introductory period to review writing sentences with students. We can’t 
write paragraphs without sentences and this lets students see how we are able to take 

what we know about letters, words, and sentences to create cohesive paragraphs.



After introducing different parts of a paragraph, I like to show students some different 
examples of topic sentences and closing sentences they may come across. This gives them 
ideas when they start writing their own too. I like to let students know that they can use a 

question, a statement, or an exclamatory remark when writing their topics and conclusions.

After they see different types of topic and closing sentences, I have students try to identify the 
different parts of a paragraph they see within example paragraphs. There are informative, 
opinion, and narrative examples here with a variety of sentences types. Then, students can 

illustrate the paragraph in the box!



When identifying parts of a paragraph, it can be helpful to have students 
read partially complete paragraphs and determine which sentence is 

missing to make sense. I included 10 of these activities on the following 
pages. There are different missing pieces for students to figure out what 
makes the most sense. When they have picked the answer that makes the 

most sense, they can then illustrate in the box!



In this activity, I scaffold paragraph writing by having students first 
write their own concluding and topic sentences. This activity is called, 

“Complete and Color”, and students will read the partially written 
paragraph then create their own topic or concluding sentence that would 

make sense to complete the paragraph. After, they will create an 
illustration to match!



Students should be ready to start writing their own cohesive paragraphs 
now! In this section, I include an anchor chart I like to use when teaching 
students the process of writing their own paragraph. Then, I included a 
few brainstorming sheets students can use to plan their thoughts out. 

Lastly, there are 30 different paragraph prompts for students to use and 
try out writing their own paragraphs from scratch!



When planning our paragraphs, I like to have students brainstorm their ideas first. There 
are 3 different sheets you can use here based on how you teach your students to write 

paragraphs. In first grade, we usually start with a topic sentence, two details, and a closing. 
You can move into adding 3 details and/or adding an example to further explain your 

detail.

For example: (detail, example)
A dog is the best pet a family can have. Dogs like to play with their family members. Fetch 

and tug of war are some of their favorite games.  Dogs are active and keep the family active. 
Dogs need to go on walks to get exercise and like to join family hikes or trips to the beach. 

These are some of reasons I think dogs are the best pets for families!



Here students will walk through the steps to write their own paragraphs from 
beginning to end. There are 10 narrative, 10 informative, and 10 opinion 

paragraph prompts for students to brainstorm, then write their own paragraph 
and illustrate (they can use a separate illustration page)!

10 narrative paragraph prompts

10 informative paragraph prompts

10 opinion paragraph prompts
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